
BOSTON LIGHTSABER STAGE COMBAT CLUB

Boston Lightsaber Stage Combat Club

DAGOBAH

Two Jedi, Jade (master) and Jamie (apprentice) vs two Sith, Sid (master) and Sam (apprentice).
"X vs Y" means X is attacking Y.

Downstage is towards the audience; upstage is towards the rear of the stage.

Jamie reels back; Sam attacks Jamie with II.  Jamie 
force-yanks Sam from stage R to stage L to reverse 
direction.

Jamie rushes Sid, and Sid interrupts to push them aside: V 
(no kick), plus half of IV: 4 1/dodge 3 vs Jade.  Jade does a 
hairpin turn while defending.

Everyone swaps opponents; Sam attacks Jade in 3.

Sid vs Jamie: I, III-bindJade vs Sam: IV, VI.  (Sam sliding doors on the 3 of VI to 
double back.)

Sid yanks Sam out; Sid vs Jade with 5-bind

Sid vs Jade: from the 5-bind, push Sid backwards and 
continue with V from the beginning.  On the 1, Jade 
sidesteps to downstage and Sid goes slightly pass, and then 
Sid force-pushes Jade back to center stage.

Sam vs Jamie: modified VI: 1 3 2 5 force-shove Jamie out 
(for a long time)

A.  Sam screamleaps in with a 5 which Jade dodges downstage; Sam continues with II (using a Force-yank); Sam circles 
to downstage to try and sandwich.  Last 5 is changed to both Sith crossing blades on a hanging 1.  Beat.  Sith try to push 
Jade’s saber to the ground.  Beat.  Jade recovers to push both blades up into the air; both Sith spin away from the action.  
Both Sith now circle Jade.
B.  Sith try to attack at the same time but fail: Sam 3, Sid 2, Sam 1, Sid 3, Sam 1/dodge, both double on 1, shove off, and 
then double 4.  Beat.  Jade lifts both blades and ducks under to get out.  (Mnemonic: Sam is doing first half of III; Sid is 
doing first half of VII.)
C.  Jade yanks Sid away (to stage L) while Sam circles around to stage R, but Jade force-freezes Sam in place.  Sid runs in 
with 5 (block in 5A), forces Jade to knees -- and Jamie comes running in to stab Sam from behind!  Sam should stagger 
and die upstage.
D.  Sid repeats a giant 5 to hammer Jade to the ground, knees Jade, and charges Jamie.
E.  Sid starts a V against Jamie, but Jamie avoids the kick.  Sid continues VIII.
F.  Jade tries to rush Sid from behind, but gets Force-choked & thrown.
G.  Jamie vs Sid: III to upstage left.
H.  Sid counters: IV, 1, 3, spins to R->L slash against Jamie, and completes spin to stab Jamie.
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